MANIFEST
Originarios.org is an organization created as a means of awareness of families and
communities and their merger, putting aside individualism, to bridge the gap between
needs and possibilities of the unfavored, basing on progress and modernity scope,
developing means in education, health, arts, culture areas and economic sustainability
with women, maternity and childhood as main characters and fomenting work, source
of individual and social progress.
Our primordial aim is to promote social welfare to assure intellectual and cultural
development as well as physical welfare to guarantee attainability and lead a way to
prosperity and public interest, according to the Constitution of the Argentine Nation in
general and children´s rights in particular as Nation´s support.
Originarios.org offers a jointly research of structural projects and approaches for
citizens who live at the frontier, in absolute poverty and fragility, delimited by cultural
barriers, out of the social economic system, and who are deprived of the opportunity to
develop in contrast with favored classes.
When we talk about frontiers we are not only referring to geographical boundaries but
also to nearby symbolic and socioeconomic barriers.
Our founding and basic goal for social development is to search for an implementation
of knowledge, methods and technologies.
Access to clean water leads to basic hygiene and health conditions, as water is not only
taken as a merger topic but also as the search of common work and prosperity, i.e., a
basic resource of progress used for agriculture and, consequently, the fruit of labor.
Originarios.org also aims for an ecologically sustainable economic development to
promote responsible care of our house, the planet we live in. Great global leaders´
vision is clear, “…we shall be aware of the Earth preceding us, Earth that has been
donated. We cannot think of it as an utilitarian resource of efficiency and productivity
for individual benefits only anymore…”.
We shall change our life style which is based on an economic and social system
depending on such a false premise of unlimited resources.
We believe that fair opportunities in matters of basic infrastructure lead to an
opportunity to generate tools as to own a decent life to align individual and social
developments, i.e., the support needed for a multicultural, fair and free inclusive nation
that does not necessarily dominate social and cultural excluded minorities, but create a
space for voice, reflection, inclusion, development, peace and prosperity.

Originarios.org is looking forward to promoting sources of sustainable and virtuous
work to train people and help them in their social insertion and personal development.

Originarios.org expects that aspects related to natives´ culture, who sometimes are
deprived of their sociocultural exchange in major cities be efficiently directed through
channels and spaces of modernity to align people who have acquired a cultural identity
naturally linked to their history, language, art, but has also been restricted due to
physical distance or lack of contact with people who do not belong to those territories,
all of this, assuring continuity and proliferation of practice, rhythm and style, i.e.,
national cultural heritage and wealth.
Originarios.org calls for awareness, an approach to those we are related to, for being
natives and humans as well, but in need. This is our message: help us to help.
Each one of us has the possibility to be part of the positive change that humankind
needs. All together we must ensure justice, guarantee freedom benefits and collaborate
with general welfare. This is the call we are making and this is the need we still have.
need.
We want and propose to work based on intercultural dialogue, where we unite different
voices, experience and points of view of the different towns we work with.
It will be easier to find the answers to the historical problems which affect these
communities in the multicultural richness that we obtain
We believe this is the way to collaborate and strengthen the social fabric of the
communities we work with, and in this way, the organizations will be able to regain
their vitality to start over the productive and cultural work in a collective and integrated
way.
It is up to us, and change relies within ourselves; the effort we make today has the
Providence for the future generations.
All of us who make Fundación Originarios!

